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Why I am a Social Crediter*
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When as a medical student I reached the study of patho-
logy, I found that one of the exercises set by my professor
was to write a paper on the course of the illness of a patient
who had died, and on the post-mortem findings, and on
what was known of the nature of the disease which had
caused his death. The case which I had to deal with was
one of pernicious anaemia; of the cause of this, at that time,
really nothing was known. There were in the text-books a
number of theories concerning this cause, and all of these
were unsatisfying. But we were supposed to read beyond the
text-books. We had to go through various journals with the
aid of a cumulative index and collate the research being
done all over the world on the pathological mysteries of the
time. Eventually I found some recent work which was in-
stantly recognisable as having approached the true funda-
mental cause. My exercise now acquired an altogether new
significance and interest. I remember clearly my excitement
and pleasure as I read my paper to my fellow-students, and
their interest too in the virtual solution of an old problem.
It was after that that the treatment of pernicious anaemia
with liver restored the ill to health and saved many from
premature death.

In the many years since then I have seen a number of
these fundamental discoveries made and applied, and I have
for long been impressed with how, in many cases, the truth,
when disclosed, is quite definitely recognisable.

As a student I had to live away from home; but I re-
turned home by an over-night train journey for my vaca-
tions. Thanks to the depression, I had to sit up all night
on these journeys, and miserable experiences they were. But
shortly before one of these trips, I saw Douglas's Economic
Democracy on a friend's book-shelf, and idly took it down
and turned a few pages. The subject matter was something
quite unfamiliar to me, but it caught my interest, and I
asked to borrow the book. I read it on my train-trip, in one
session and far into the night.

Apart from the inconvenience of my reduced allowance,
I did not at that time take any interest in the depression.
I remember-that mY-SGie-ntifie-uaming-matle me scomfut-uf
the idea that it was due to sun-spots; but probably some
other of the now clearly absurd theories then current seemed
satisfactory enough. So I read Economic Democracy not in
the hope of finding a remedy for the depression, but purely
from intellectual curiosity; I wanted to know what the author
meant by the term.

Economic Democracy was written long before the depres-
sion; nevertheless, to anyone who could grasp its thesis it
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provided an instant understanding of the depression. That
was of considerable interest and importance, no doubt, but
it was not what made the impact on my mind. What
possessed me was the fact that Economic Democracy repre-
sented a perfectly unitary concept of the greatest profundity.
It was clearly the key to an understanding of diverse prob-
lems of political economy.

So it has proved. History appears to the Social Crediter
as crystallised politics, as' Douglas put it, and no longer
as a string of disconnected and unrelated episodes.

Douglas himself described Social Credit as practical
Christianity, and what he means by that is best told in his
own words:

"The speech of the Earl of Darnley in the House of
Lords on July 10, 1946, affords an outstanding instance
of a little recognised, but formidable problem. Perfect in
form and manner, it was a moving appeal for the replace-
ment of Power Politics by the Christian Ethic. and the
Golden Rule. Where, it may be asked, is there any problem
in that, other than one of wholesale conversion? Let us, in
order to elucidate the difficulty, compare Christianity to
the Theory of Thermo-Dynamics, and assume for the pur-
poses of the argument, that all the essentials of that theory
were widely known two thousand years ago. It is not diffi-
cult to imagine that those who grasped the implications of it
might say 'Here is the key to a better society. Here is the
title deed to a leisure world. Disregard all else, and apply
thermo-dynamics'. Remember that we are assuming that
James Watt was still to be born. And the world at large
would have said 'This man says the magic word is Thermo-
Dynamics. Crucify him'.

"Now the fact, which ought to be patent to anyone, is
that it is the Policy of a Philosophy which is important
(because it is the evidence of things not seen); and that
Thermo-Dynamics means nothing without Heat Engines,
and Christianity means nothing without the Incarnation.
You cannot drive a dynamo with Boyle's Law, or the 'OU~_
:BlkabetW-witIr-Joule's EqUIvalent. Ibis country is not now
the Policy of a Christian Philosophy, and before it can
again, as an organisation, put into practice successfully
those Christian principles, for which Lord Darnley pleads,
it must understand their application through proper mecha-
nisms-not so simple a matter as he would appear to think
it is. Failing that, the children of this world are, in their
generation, wiser than the children of Light. Chivalry,
'Manners makyth Man', were imperfect Christianity; 'The
Century of the Common Man' is not."

( continued on page 2)
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FROM WEEK TO WEEK
Australia and the U.S.A.-like all industrialised econo-

mies-are 'grappling' with inflation. In Australia the 'remedy'
is to cut down on capital expenditure; in the U.S.A. it is to
increase it. This is as if the remedy for measles were in the
one case to immerse the patient in freezing water, to drive
in the spots; and in the other to plunge the patient into
boiling water-probably to drive out the spots.

It is impossible, for us at least, to believe that this sort of
thing is sheer stupidity-v-on the levels where ultimate de-
cisions are actually made; there is plenty of evidence of
credulity and even ignorance on parliamentary levels. But the
point is now only academic; as Douglas remarked in an ad-
dress recently republished in these pages CJan. 9, 1971),
effects have become superior to causes. The international
sanctions which could be mobilised against any country (ex-
cept the U.S.A.) daring enough to attempt to rectify its
financial system are sufficient to ensure that the Gortons,
Nixons, Heaths, etc., will not deviate from the path leading
to disaster.

Generally speaking, the physical ability to produce goods
and services increases daily. Nothing would better reflect
that reality than a steadily increasing purchasing-power of
the unit of currency. If we assume that the income structure
of a community indicates to some approximate degree the
relative value of various individual's contributions to society,
a fall of prices, representing an increased purchasing-power,
would preserve that structure, while progressively diminish-
ing envy and social friction generally. Except in so far as
control over a large income may be a means to power over
others, a very large income is meaningless, for personal con-
sumption of goods and services is limited.

It has been demonstrated both in theory and, to a limited
extent, in practice, that a falling price-level-i.e., an in-
creasing purchasing-power of the unit of currency-v-is
possible without loss to anybody; it is merely a matter of
'accountancy. It is also quite certain that at the higher levels
of government (which is not the Parliamentary level) this
fact is perfectly well understood; it is precisely the power
over others which control of finance confers, and which in
fact promises ultimate world dominion for those who wield
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it, which stands in the way of financial reform. And until~
some country rebels, and thus brings the underlying reality
into the open, there is simply no hope. Politics as presently
understood is simply a gigantic power-play, in which the
ambitions of lesser and mostly uncomprehending politicians
are manipulated towards the ultimate aims of the would-be
masters.. The 'problem' of inflation with its progressive
miseries and disorders will not be overcome until the will-
to-power is defeated.

Why I am a Social Crediter (continued [rom page 1)

To be a Christian is something more than to profess a
belief in Christian doctrines. It is consciously, as an Indi-
vididual, to stand in a unique and isolated relation to God.
And Christianity means too that the one thing that matters
in this world is what each individual becomes in the sight
of God. In the Christian view, therefore, economics and
politics are important solely in their facilitating the develop-
ment of Christian individuals.

The world we live in is, however, quite definitely in-
creasingly anti-Christian. The political economy of the so-
called Welfare State is collectivist--exactly the antithesis of
a Christian political economy. The psychology induced by
this visibly inhibits the full flowering of unique personalities,
while it encourages the sins of envy, greed and sloth.

Individual initiative is subordinated to collective irrespon-
sibility, most clearly revealed in the universal, anonymous,
irresponsible ballot, but quite plainly to be seen as well in
every field of life.

The deterioration brought about by the political economy
of collectivism is evident in the increasing difficulty so many
people display in grasping Social Credit. The policy of Social
Credit simply does not fit the philosophy of collectivism;
and it is the philosophy of collectivism which more and more
informs modern education and pervades propaganda. People
now largely lack the mental organs to understand Social
Credit. The implicit assumptions of Economic Democracy
are truly Christian, derived from a period when society was
evolving into a more nearly Christian Society. It had no
doubt far to go; but Social Credit would have speeded that
evolution as nothing else could have done, since it provides
the basis of that rather awful freedom where a man becomes
responsible to God for his own development and achievement.

Over the last few years, I have observed more and more
serious thinkers becoming aware that our bad times and
recurrent crises really mean that we stand before the pro-
bability of the actual death of the civilisation we have known;
generally speaking they perceive that it is in the collapse of
the philosophical basis of our civilisation that the trouble
lies. What remains of this basis is embedded in institutions,
or carried by the older generations. But the latter are being
steadily replaced by new generations brought up increasingly
with 'State' school education; and this is steadily becoming
both more secular and more technical. And in the schools of
most denominations, where religion is taught at all, it is
taught with less conviction. It would be absurd to say that
the majority of modern youth, where it is religious at all, is
deeply religious, and idle to hope that it will become so
with the passing years.

"The end of man is self-development"; "the field exists
for the flower". These are the fundamental postulates of
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, Social Credit. All the great religions have these postulates- approac~ing a National Div~de~d: As share-~olding became
or, from the religious point 'of view, I should say insights. more widespread, so more individuals obtained an un con-
It is not what man has in common with other men that is ditional income to supplement, and in some cases to replace,
important, but what is unique in him. How could Hamlet what the~ 'earned'. Give;ll time, and either stability, or .an
be written, or the Archduke Trio be composed by the mob? increase, m the purchasing-power of money, ~hare-holdmg
Indeed, what any creation means is unique for each indi- could have become universal. What Douglas discerned was
vidual. that the dividend is the natural successor to the wage, which

The postulates of the 'Welfare' State are radically differ- i~ should pro~essively displace in importance. The concep-
ent. The first and most fundamental is that the end of man non of the CItizen as a share-holder rather than as a~ e~-
is emplo ment-"working to buy a living". The second is ployee con:ectly reflects the fact that m~ern. production IS
q lit y "I k f q ality" overwhelmmgly the result of the application of power

e ua y- ac 0 u . th h hi h I bo f II" rt. .. roug mac mes: uman a ur, or a Its impo ance as a
I remembe.r VIVIdlya pass~ge ~ a book I r~ad as a ~tudent catalyst, being of steadily diminishing importance as a frac-

-I believe It was The Mtnd ,~n ~he ~~ki~g-,:,hich. ~e- tion of power.
scribed a mental process called rationalising", Rationalising . . .
is supplying a 'good' reason for an action which has a The greater part of our industrial equipment, and an
different true motive. Most of the economic and political e~en greater part of our knowledge ~th cultura~ and tech-
doctrines of the 'Welfare' State are rationalisations from its nical have ,~om~,t~ u~ ~rom our .preceding gen~rations ..Who-
fundamental postulates. The idea of equality springs from ever may own Individual um.ts of p.rodUCtion, their use-
envy of quality, and its economic rationalisation is expressed valu~ .depen~s on the ~ommumty. It IS useless t~ produce
in confiscatory taxation. The idea of Full Employment is a nullion pairs of boots If no~~y wants boo~r if no~y
rooted in Primordial Fear-fear of hunger, fear of living can bur ~em, Now what IS I;lllportant. about modern m-
alone, fear of others. Its political rationalisation is Planning, du~try IS ItS. tremen~ous potential capa~tty. to produce, and
Organisation, and' Bigness--i.e., away from individual to mcrease ItS capacity. B~t that cap~clty I~ drawn on ~n~y
initiative, personal responsibility, and recognition of one's t~ ~e extent th.at purc~asmg powe! IS distributed; an~ It IS
essential loneliness as a unique Spirit. dIs.tnbuted not m relation to capacity to produce, but I? re-

.., lation to payment for work done. We cannot tell how rich'
Envy and fear also ~ve rise to ~Ill-~o-Power-power we actually are until the means to draw on the potential

over others-and Plannmg and Organisation are a perfect capacity of industry is distributed.
rationalisation of these base drives. B t it J lt I th t th . tr d ed

. . . . U 1 IS qUi e c ear a ere IS a emen ous unus
...,.J • ~ • do. not think that there, IS any doubt ~at ~h~stian capacity. It was revealed during the war, when fantastic

~lVllisati~n an~ the "Yelfar~ State ~re ~tithetica1. the quantities of goods were produced. They mostly were not,
Welfare State ISa manI~eS~atio.nof An.ti-ChrI~t: Indeed, part in the ordinary sense, goods of any use to civilians; but the
of the creed of most SOCIalismIS conSCIOUS,militant atheism. industrial capacity which produced them could as well have

The 'Welfare' State is also anti-Social Credit; and I be- produced consumers' goods. Again, a large part of our in-
lieve that in its inception, though not in its momentum, it dustrial effort goes into exports; and it is generally agreed-
is consciously so. The fundamental idea underlying Social even asserted-that if foreigners would buy more we could
Credit is that the community exists for the sake of the Indi- considerably expand our exports.
vidual; that the d:velopm:nt. ~f industrial org~isation is I do not want in this essay to go into technicalities, and
f?r the sake of freemg ~e m~IVI~ual .to the ~ulXl~um prac- so will only say that a surplus-of exports over imports is a
bc~l extent from occupymg hIS ~me m working m order to real net loss, like war production. Sending goods out of the
exist. If ten men and a mach~e can do the wo~k. of.a country without importing their equivalent simply means
hundred men, then the n~cessity to work for ~ living ~s that there are less goods available in the home market. It is
re~uced to. one-tenth. The Important pro~uct .o~ mdustry IS only unceasing propaganda to the effect that we live on our
leisure. Leisure, of course, does not mean Inactivity, It means exports that prevents everyone realising that unrequited ex-
the opportunity to do something besides work for a living. ports make us poorer than we need be.

Christianity can only have meaning if man is primarilJ' The 'Welfare' State is a perversion of what a Social Credit
spiritual. Now Spirit does not "work", it creates. It follows Society would be. Social Credit as a system of political eco-
then that man's primary activity should be creative, not nomy starts from the conception that power-driven machinery
industrious. This must not be misunderstoo~ to imply that potentially makes all of us wealthy, both materially and in
there is anything wrong with work: ~or~ IS th~ curse of leisure, and provides the basis for ~piritual_.!1evelopment ...
Adam when it is imposed by necessity; It IS the gift ~f_GQQ__whk-ll.,fTem-a-¤hristian pomf of VIew, is the one thing that
when it is personal, creative, initiative; _ ..- - ~. matters.

The whole emphasis of the 'Welfare' State is on necessity. A first approximation to our wealth is the National Debt.
Man must be fully employed. His education must be pri- Apparently, the National Debt means thatwe owe ourselves
marily to fit him for employment; his medical service to vast sums of money-which makes the National Debt
keep him fit for employment; and to ensure that he remains meaningless. In fact, however, the National Debt represents
in employment, he must not be able to accumulate savings. part of the capital value of our real assets, and as such

The basic mechanism of the Social Credit conception is could be used as the basis for the distribution of a periodic
.) the National Dividend, of increasing purchasing-power. This dividend. Again, I do not wish to go into the technica! side,

expresses the right of the individual to an unconditional and would ask my. r~ders ~o co~centrat~ on ~e questi?n of
share in the common cultural inheritance, increasing as that whether such a dividend IS desirable, If possible, which I
inheritance grows. Now at one time we were quite naturally am certain it is.
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The 'Welfare' State assumes that everyone should have
an income; the majority by working for it, and the ill, dis-
abled or aged as a right. The fact that it is an admission
of right, and to that extent a conceding of the Social Credit
case, isdisguised by the financial juggling which accompanies
it. What the ill, disabled and aged consume is a proportion
of the goods being currently produced, and that has nothing
to, .do with financial contributions made in the past. Now
of course it. would be. perfectly possible to pay everyone an
amount equivalent to what is paid on the average to the ill,
disabled and aged-_-a universal, equal, dividend. Nothing
would be changed if this were done, and those in employ-
ment had the amount of this. dividend subtracted from their
wages, with' a correspondin-gfall in prices. Nothing would be
physically changed, but there. would be great psychological
changes. Everyone at ~II ·tiful(~ and without question would
have something to fall back\oq, whi1e yet retaining the in-
centive to 'earn' more. The complex administrative effort of
'Welfare' payments could be reduced to a fraction, with the
useful possibility of its personnel entering 'productive' em-
ployment to enlarge the national cake.

This, or some such method, is of course but a first step.
The fundamental idea is that the dividend, however initiated,
should progressively displace the wage, whereas the principle
of the 'Welfare; State is that the wage should displace the
dividend-an aim which it is achieving by a deliberate
policy of inflation, accompanied by high taxation and con-
fiscatory death duties. Let no one suppose these things are
done because the Government 'needs' the money. They are

- the practical politics of anti-Christianity. They are meant to
bind man to the material level, and so inhibit his spiritual
development.

The policy of Social Credit is just the reverse-progres-
sively to free man from the shackles of material necessity,
and to encourage his spiritual growth.

There is no suggestion that that could be done in a day,
or even in a generation. But the all-important thing is the
aim. The aim is to foster by every means possible the maxi-
mum development and differentiation of the individual. It
would mean a different objective in education, and a new
emphasis by the Churches-an emphasis on the teaching "I
came that ye might have life more abundantly".

I am not a theologian, and would not write what follows
except that there are indications of a similar line of thought
in theological circles.

There really can be little doubt that the traditional
teaching of the Church makes less and less sense to modern
man. On the other hand, there is equally no doubt that
Christianity is one of the most powerful spiritual forces in
history. The explanation of these facts lies, I believe-and,
as I· remarked, there is support in theological circles for the
belief-in a confusion between the myths and the meaning
of Christianity. The myths and the doctrines of Christianity
incarnate truths; but the language in which they are ex-
pressed derives from a period entirely unlike our own; a
period when man's conception of practically everything in
the Universe was radically different from ours. To take a
minor example, mediaeval man could quite easily believe in
a Hell of fire and brimstone, located somewhere under his
feet. Few people could hold that belief to-day. But that is
far from meaning that there is no such thing as Hell.

The core of Christianity is its revelation of the nature
of Man and his relation to God. But that revelation had
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necessarily to be couched in language suited to the concepts .::.._
of Christ's contemporaries. That is why so much of Christ's
teaching is in the form of parables, which clearly separate
the meaning of the parable from its form in a way which
enables the meaning to be apparent through the centuries.

Modern man no doubt is apt to associate the word Spirit
with something that can be kept in a bottle; or else he fails
to conceive it at all. And yet, in the light of contemporary
knowledge and understanding, it is perhaps more easily con-
ceived than ever. Spirit is creative initiative. It is the power
that makes events other than they would have been in the
routine of nature or custom.

It is being said on every hand that we need ~ spiritual
revival. This demand really means that we need a formula-
tion of the nature of man the truth of which is self-evident
to modern man. If man is nothing but a collection of physico-
chemical reactions, he doesn't differ in any essential from a
lump of rock, and his future is of no consequence. But if
he is primarily Spirit utilising physico-chemical reactions, his
life on this earth is in vain unless he experiences himself as
primarily Spirit, and leads his life to achieve the flowering
of his Spirit.

Spirit stands opposed to routine. Spirit may create routine,
but is active as such only in an act of creation. Therefore to
tie men to routine is to deny the life of the Spirit. Early life
consisted almost entirely of routine, of conformity to neces-
sity. It is only in our age that the possibility of relegating
to machines a large part of the routine of getting a living has
become apparent. But the true benefit and use of machines
is lost if they merely enable man to get more 'work' done, \",,_
and to squander in a few centuries the resources of the earth.

One of our modern stand-points which enables us to see
more clearly is the recognition that many age-old problems
are wrongly put. One of these is the problem of the meaning
of life on earth. I do not believe there is an answer to this
general question. The true problem is: "What meaning is
given to each particular life by the person living that life?"
To be born, to be indoctrinated, to be 'fully emplcyed', to
die-is a senseless routine. But to be born, to become con-
scious, and to put a meaning into one's life is the highest
creative activity, to which the routine of life should be en-
tirely subordinated. By this I mean that it is not what one
does that matters, but why one does it. It is not the technique
of the artist which matters, but what he creates. Of course,
the highest creative achievements require perfected tech-
niques for their adequate embodiment; but perfected tech-
niques become unconscious, and are only the means to the
expression of creative activity.

Looked at from this point of view, what we call employ-
ment has two aspects. The first is the aspect of necessity.
Man's basic physical necessity is to get and consume food,
because he lives physically by the transformation of energy.
The human, and some other animals, require in addition
the equivalent of some form of clothes and shelter. The
measure of the amount of 'employment' required to meet
these necessities is provided by animals. Some animals,
notably carnivores living in fertile areas, hardly need "work"
at all. Others, particularly vegetarians, consume a large pro-
portion of their time in obtaining food,· simply because of
the bulk they must consume to obtain the vital constituents \"",.
they need.

(To be continued)
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